
Easy V1 Console #01-3241

1. State-of-charge indicator
2. Light indicator (on / off) 
3. Service required (blinking bike)
4. Power on / off (hold for light on / off)
5. Assistance +
6. Assistance -
7. Assist level indicator
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Turning on the system:

Briefly press the button on the right side of the console. The battery 
will beep 4 times, this is the system performing a self check. After 
startup, the system is always in normal bike mode (no motor assist).
 
To turn the system off:

Briefly push the right side button again and the battery will beep 5 
times. The system turns off automatically after 5 minutes of inactivity.

Backlight / lighting system (if applicable):

Press and hold the right side button for five seconds, the light indicator 
will appear on screen. This activates the front light, rear light, and the 
console backlight. The lights will remain lit even when the bicycle is not 
in motion. Press and hold again for 5 seconds to turn the lights off.

Assistance level selection:

The assistance toggle is located on the front of the console. Press the 
right side (+) of this button to add more proportional assist, press the left 
side (-) to reduce the assist level. Note the bars to the left of the bicycle 
graphic indicating assistance levels 1 through 4.

Generate mode:

The generate feature for this system is activated whenever the rear 
brake lever is pulled. The top two bars on the console will blink, you will 
feel resistance on the rear wheel, and the battery will regain lost energy.

Installing / removing the console:

To install the console, place it on the dock and slide it 
gently to the left until a click is heard.

To remove the console, push the console to the right 
gently until it pops free of the clamp, and continue to 
slide until it can be lifted.

WARNING: Never plug or unplug any connection with the 
system turned on - this includes the console.

Easy V2 Console #01-3850

1. Speed indicator (service: blinking)
2. Assist and generate level indicator
3. Power on / off (hold for light on / off)
4. Light indicator
5. Assistance +
6. State-of-charge indicator
7. Assistance -
8. Trip / total distance indicator
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Assistance level selection:

The assistance toggle is located on the front of the console. Press the right side 
(+) of this button to add more proportional assist, press the left side (-) to 
reduce the assist level. Note the bars in the top right corner of the screen 
indicating assistance levels 1 through 4.

Generate mode:

The generate feature for this system is activated when the rear brake lever is 
pulled AND by manually selecting a resistance level. Press the left side of the 
assistance toggle until the numbers in the top right corner flash - you will feel 
resistance on the rear wheel and the battery will gain energy during this time.

Trip / total distance toggle:

Press and hold the left (-) button for 5 seconds to switch between trip / total 
distance. The trip distance can be reset by pressing the (+) button for 5 seconds.

Installing / removing the console:

To install the console, place it on the dock and slide it 
gently to the left until a click is heard.

To remove the console, push the console to the right 
gently until it pops free of the clamp, and continue to 
slide until it can be lifted.

WARNING: Never plug or unplug any connection with the 
system turned on - this includes the console.
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Turning on the system:

Briefly press the button on the right side of the console. The battery 
will beep 4 times, this is the system performing a self check. After 
startup, the system is always in normal bike mode (no motor assist).
 
To turn the system off:

Briefly push the right side button again and the battery will beep 5 
times. The system turns off automatically after 5 minutes of inactivity.

Backlight / lighting system (if applicable):

Press and hold the right side button for five seconds, the light indicator 
will appear on screen. This activates the front light, rear light, and the 
console backlight. The lights will remain lit even when the bicycle is not 
in motion. Press and hold again for 5 seconds to turn the lights off.




